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Urgent call to keep defence spending out of the EIB's scope

Dear President Calviño, 
Dear EIB Board of Governors, 
Dear EIB Board of Directors, 

We are reaching out to you in the context of the growing pressure from member states and the arms 
industry on the EIB to increase support for the defence industry, including calls for a review of its 
current dual-use policy and the list of excluded activities to fund weapons and ammunition.

We welcome that the EIB has been resisting expansion of its mandate for this purpose to date. The 
world’s largest multilateral development bank should not channel public finance to sectors listed 
in its exclusion list1 – such as military expenditure. 

The European Commission’s new European Defence Industrial Strategy calls for the EIB to agree 
on a common definition of ‘technologies with dual-use potential’ to promote joint investments 
in technologies, products and infrastructure in the defence sector, and to adapt defence-related 
exclusions from the EIB Group’s Lending Policies.

Doing so would mean effectively engaging the EIB in building up military industry which is beyond 
its core public policy goals – financing climate action and environmental sustainability and the 
economic and social cohesion, in a context of significant investment needs to achieve those goals. 
We contend that widening the definition of dual use would unleash a dynamic that would likely see 
arms spending increasingly dominant in the EIB's portfolio. The defence lobby should not exploit 
current world conflicts and proliferation of arms production to secure EIB financing. Financing the 
defence industry with EIB money should be firmly rejected.

The aerospace and defence industries have been also successfully lobbying for listing materials 
such as titanium – essential to defence sector interests – as ‘critical raw materials’, despite their 
limited use for the climate transition.2

1 EIB eligibility, excluded activities and excluded sectors list.
2 For more, see Critical raw materials for whom?, Corporate Europe Observatory, and European Commission’s Study 
on the critical raw materials for the EU 2023.
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https://www.eib.org/attachments/publications/eib_eligibility_excluded_activities_en.pdf
https://corporateeurope.org/en/2023/11/critical-raw-materials-whom
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/57318397-fdd4-11ed-a05c-01aa75ed71a1
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/57318397-fdd4-11ed-a05c-01aa75ed71a1


Urgency to structurally address the cost of living crisis, global climate emergency – a key threat to 
people’s wellbeing – and development needs cannot be understated. A profound and just energy 
transition is essential to meet the climate target goals of limiting global warming to 1.5°C, provide 
affordable public energy for the people, and reduce our geopolitical vulnerability through decreasing 
dependence on fossil energy of foreign regimes.

EIB lending must be used to support strictly environmentally and socially beneficial projects 
that strive to address public needs and development objectives while respecting rights of local 
communities – not European defence manufacturers.

We hope you will ensure that the public mandate of the EIB guides the bank's operations, and reject 
any efforts to expand finance to the defence industry.

We remain available for any questions or for further discussion.

Kind regards,
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